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Perhaps the most famous motorcycle brand in the world Harley-Davidson will be the reason that many bikers chose two wheels over four in the first place. Founded in 1903, Harley-Davidson has more than 100 years of experience, and shouldn't need input now! The Harleys have a legacy of classic heavyweight cruisers known for
modifications that spawned chopper style, and one of the strongest biker communities around. Owning Harley-Davidson is a way of life for all those who chose one - the Great American Freedom Machine is really something else, deserving of the great cost of motorcycle insurance, which really gives the care it deserves. One of the most
iconic motorcycle manufacturers in the world, Harley-Davidson started in a small barn in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, back in 1903. The brainchild of William C Harley and two brothers, Arthur and Walter Davidson, the famous company was founded in 1907. By the end of the decade, they were producing their signature 45-degree V-Twin with
air cooling. One of two major American motorcycle manufacturers to survive the Great Depression, Harley-Davidson is known for the extensive set-up that led to the helicopter's motorcycle style. Their distinctive logo can be seen around the world, from factories in York, Brazil, and across the US, not only on bicycles but also on home
decor, clothing and accessories. If you drive a bespoke V-Rod, streets, sportster, softail, tourer or helicopter, we can help you compare quotes to insure your bike. The range even has a triplet with two V-8 engines. The price will vary depending on a number of factors, so shopping around for bike insurance is a must. Insurance for each
Harley-Davidson model will be different. To get an idea of how much the most popular models cost to insure**, see our table. XL 883N Sports Iron - £276.81 FLSTF Fat Boy - £156.54XLH 883 Sportter - £163.49XL 1200C Sportter Custom – £288.16XL 883 N Iron - £375.08 ** Average price based on the five biggest quotes compare market
data from June 1, 2020 to September 1, 2020. The average is based on all variations in the vehicle model and uses risk data from people with different age ranges, addresses and driving history. You may find a cheaper or more expensive quote based on your circumstances. You need to decide on the level of coverage you want for your
Harley-Davidson, such as comprehensive insurance for maximum protection. Then consider what else you want bike insurance to cover because different providers include some items as standard, while others offer them as an app. So, think about your needs and decide if you want to include: Breakdown of coverage - coverage for the
road in case the bike breaks down on the route. Insurance of legal fees - if you and your bike are involved in an accident, or if the driver finds claims against you, it is may cover all or some legal fees. But remember, the cost of your insurance can still go away after an accident even at a discount. Personal accident cover - if you run into an
accident, it can help cover repair costs or give you a cash payment if you run into financial difficulties if you are injured in an accident. Check the reach level if it matters to you. Helmet and leather case - we know how expensive your bike gear is, so if something happens, this coating can help you replace it. Your occupation, the amount of
mileage you make, and how much ride experience you have are several factors that go into pricing insurance for your Harley-Davidson. Learn more about how bike insurance is calculated? Changes can also affect the cost of insurance. If you change, change or add anything to the bike after it is made, it is classified as a modification.
Some changes can be seen as standard, such as changing mirrors or indicators, but what appears in one provider's list of standard changes may differ from another. Check to see if any changes to your Harley are treated as standard or not, and what impact this might have on your insurance premium. You should always tell your insurer
about any changes to cycling, as even the smallest changes can invalidate your policy. Don't take risks. Learn more about how changes affect motorcycle insurance? We try to make comparing the prices of Harley-Davidson motorcycle insurance as simple and fast as possible. Just tell us which bike you're looking for to insure, as well as a
few personal details, and we'll find your quotes from our provider panel in minutes. All you have to do is choose a policy that suits you (and your bike). 2021 comparethemarket.com. All rights reserved. compare the market. com is the trading name of Compare The Market Limited. Registered in England No 10636682. Registered office:
Pegasus House, Bakewell Road, Orton Southgate, Peterborough, PE2 6YS. Compare The Market Limited is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for insurance distribution (Firm Reference Number: 778488) and registered with the Financial Conduct Authority in accordance with the Payment Services Regulations
2017 (Germany: 911617) for payment services. Energy and digital products are not regulated by the FCA. This website uses cookies. Continued use of this website consents to the use of cookies. To learn more about how to disable them, please review our cookie policy. *To receive a reward, you need to make a qualification 1
membership in 12 months. Pizza Delivery &amp;; &amp;amp; 50% discount on pizza 7 days a week. £30 is spent. Order through the app with your membership. Ni.I. In the restaurant: 2 for 1 for selected food, the cheapest for free. Sun-Thu. No more than 6 people. Exc specific days &amp;amp; baby food. App only. Meerkat Movies:
Participation Cinemas. W or Wed. Only 2 standard tickets, the cheapest for free. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries/regions. The App Store is a sign of Apple Inc.'s Google Play service, and the Google Play logo is trademarks of Google LLC. During the period from
June 1, 2020 to August 31, 2020, 10,731 people responded to the questions. 10,011 responded with a score of 6 or higher, so 93.3% are more likely to recommend. comparethemarket.com uses cookies to offer you the best online experience. By continuing to use our website, you agree to the use of cookies. If you want to learn more
about cookies and how to manage cookies, please see our privacy and cookies policy. Perhaps the world's most iconic motorcycle brand Harley Davidsons is unmistakable on the road and a coveted motorcycle. Protect your beautiful bike with its distinctive, throaty exhaust note, unique styling and famous history with bike insurance policy
tailored specifically to your needs. There are no gimmicks and the price you see today is the price you pay. Claims service from people who understand Harley-Davidson® motorcycle owners and their unique needs. What you can expect when we cover your claim If you are not satisfied with our claims service and we cannot resolve this,
we will pay you an amount equal to the annual premium of your policy at the time of the loss, in addition to any amount of calculation you receive for your claim.† Your true Harley-Davidson® motorcycle deserves genuine parts. You're in control - you can choose a repair shop for your Harley-Davidson motorcycle® so you can be sure it
gets the help it needs. If your trip is interrupted, we will pay for your transport, food and hotel. We offer different types of motorcycle insurance coverage options ranging from basic liability insurance up to full coverage. Protection is based on your needs, including collisions, comprehensive and bodily injury, and the cost of replacing,
reimbursing rent and road assistance. There is also special coating equipment for additional custom parts and equipment. Simply put, there is a policy for almost every rider and insurance policy for almost all brands and models - even other motorcycle brands. Harley Davidson Insurance Coverage: Liability Coverage Comprehensive and
Collision Unins insured/Uninscrulated Motorist (UM/UIM) Medical Coverage Payments for and Clothing Safety Full Coverage loss Trip Interruption Cover Road cover Help Guest Passenger Liability Corporal Injury Liability Liability Rent Personal Injury Protection Rentals Reimbursement Harley-Davidson Bike Insurance Payments Harley-
Davidson® True Motor Parts and Accessories H.O.G.® Member Discount $1,000 Accessory Coverage Included Harley-Davidson® Riding Academy Discount Accident Forgiveness Learn more about the benefits of Harley-Davidson® Insurance Policy. Protection for different types of bikes: We cover all types of motorcycles, not just Harley-
Davidson® models. We cover most motorcycle manufacturers, including models such as Cruisers, Touring and Sport Bikes, among others. Learn more about the types of motorcycles we're stagning. Saving Money Motorcycle Insurance Discounts: Looking for Cheap Motorcycle Insurance? It's here and you'll experience the quality of
service you'd expect from Harley-Davidson®. Save us without sacrificing protection. Get a motorcycle insurance quote. Experienced support: Harley-Davidson Insurance Services has been offering motorcycle insurance and rider insurance for more than 20 years. We have the experience and knowledge to get you the help you need, so
you and your bike get back on the road. Contact us if you have any questions. We are ready to help. Get a motorcycle insurance quote today from one of motorcycle's most respected insurance agencies. We will help protect you and your bike now and in the future. Get instant motorcycle insurance quote from Harley-Davidson Insurance,
you can choose from a wide range of coverage to find the best policy for your motorcycle. Enjoy the ride even more with an affordable policy that protects you and ensures that your motorcycle is insured. Any more questions about bike insurance and/or riders? Contact us or one of our ® Harley-Davidson dealerships. You can also find
answers to common motorcycle insurance questions. Call our licensed consultants who will personally ensure the best value: (800) 462-0406 462-0406
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